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Cross section for recombination of an electron with a
positively charged center in a semiconductor
V. N. Abakumov and I. N. Yassievich
A. F. Ioffe Physico-technical Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences, Leningrad
(Submitted January 17, 1976)
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 71, 657-664 (August 1976)
A formula for the total cross section for the recombination of a conduction electron with positively
charged center in a semiconductor is derived under the assumption that the excess electron energy is
transferred to acoustic phonons. The cross section is 2 k T / m s 2 times greater than that obtained in the
widely cited paper by M. Lax [phys. Rev. 119, 1502 (1969)] and has a different power-law dependenoe on
, the teJJ&perature. In contrast to Lax's conclusion that C!lpture of electrons with energies - Ie T bf Wlbiy
excited levels of the center with a binding energy U- k T is predominant in the recombinatt. ~, it is .
shown that the main contribution to the total recombimition cross section is made by capture« et.:u.s
with an energy near ms 2 by levels with a binding energy close to ms 2.
PACS numbers: 72.20.Kw

I NTRODUCTldN

When a conduction electron is captured by a positively
charged center, it should transfer a large energy (on the
order of the binding energy) to the lattice. In many
cases, the principal channel through which energy is
lost is the interaction with acoustic phonons, wherein
the electron loses in each collision only a small fraction
of its kinetic energy - e (8ms2/E)1/2 (e is the electron
kinetic energy, m is its effective mass, and s is the
speed of sound in the crystal), In a well known paper,
345
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Lax[U proposed a "cascade capture" mOdel: the electron is captured by one of the highly-excited levels of
the recombination center, which are quasi-continuously
arranged, and "rolls down" over them, emitting acoustic phonons. For the case of a gas-discharge plasma,
a similar problem concerning the capture of an electron
by a positive ion in the presence of neutral atoms was
solved by Pitaevskil by another method. [2] We have
adapted Pitaevskii's procedure to the case of recombination of a conduction electron in a semiconductor by a
charged center, with emission of acoustic phonons, and
Copyright © 1977 American I nstitute of Physics
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obtained for the total recombination cross section the
expression
_, (ms')'
_ 1 ( e'Z )' m'E,'
0-20, 2kT ,0'-3 xms' ~'

We assume that the distribution function of an electron situated in the field of the center depends only on
the total energy E:

(1)

(6)

/=/(E),

where T is the temperature of the electrons which are
in thermal equilibrium with the lattice, Ec is the deformation-potential constant, eZ is the charge of the
recombination center, K is the dielectric constant, and
p is the crystal density. The cross section obtained by
us exceeds the one obtained by Lax by a factor 2kT/ms 2
(which amounts to two orders of magnitude at T-10 OK),
and depends on the temperature in accordance with a
different power law. Both procedures are based on the
idea of being able to describe the recombination of an
electron that has landed in a bound state as diffusion in
space of negative total energy, so one might think that
the two results should coincide. In view of this discrepancy, we have analyzed Lax's paper and found an error
in his calculations, due to an incorrect averaging of the
transition probability in the collisions of the electron
with acoustic phonons on the electron orbit in the field
of the center. It follows from Lax's work that the principal role in recombination is played by captures of
electrons of energy - kT by levels with binding energy
- kT, whereas correct averaging shows that the principal role is played by captures of electrons of energy
- ms 2 by recombination-center levels with binding energy U- ms 2 • After correcting this averaging error,
the total recombination cross sections calculated by
Lax's and Pitaevskil's methods are in agreement.

1. CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL RECOMBINATION
CROSS SECTION BY PITAEVSKII'S METHOD
We consider the kinetic equation for the distribution
functionj of an electron in the field of a positively
charged center with potential U(r)
df
dU(r)
(at)
-+vV,t+e--V p != -

at

at

dr

eZ
,U(r)=..

coli

(2)

XI

We take into account in the collision integral only the interaction of the electrons with the acoustic phonons.
Recognizing that the kinetic energy of the electron
changes little in each colliSion, we represent, as is customary, the collision integral in differential form
iJ
2ms'
[ /+kTiJ / ] ,
( -af ) =-[p(e)]-'-ep(e)--v.(e)

at

iJe

call

kT

ae

(3)

where p(e)de is the number of states in the kinetic-energy interval de:

Averaging the kinetic equation with the collision integral (3) in the phase-space layer between the hypersurfaces E=const and E+dE=const, we obtain
a/(E)
a.
p(E)--=--](E)
at
aE
'

j(E)~B(E) [/(E) +kT

a/;;) ],

(7)

where p(E) dE is the number of states in the total-energy
interval dE, and B(E)/p(E) has the meaning of the coefficient of dynamic friction in energy space:

f p;

'm~

p(E)=

()

4nr' dr,

(8)

J

'm~Xp(e)v,(e) 8ms' 'd
B(E)=
V
kT nr r.

We solve Eq. (7) under the stationary conditions (aj/
at=O) in the region of negative total energy (E<O),

where
e=e'Z/xr-IEJ,

rm,x=e'Z/xIEI·

(9)

Equation (7) then goes over into
a/(E)
16 m'E,'(e'Z) 3
B(E) [f(E)+kTai-] =j, B(E)= 3n' x3h7plEI

(10)

with the boundary condition
/(E)-O

(E--E,),

E,>kT.

(11)

The constant j, which has the meaning of the constant
flux in a region of negative total energy, will be determined from the condition that the distribution function
tends to a Boltzmann function as E-O. These conditions are discussed in Pitaevskii's paper, [2] where it
is shown that the final result does not depend on the value of El and in the expression for the fluxjuwe can replace - El by - 00. Following the Pitaevskii procedure,
we solve Eq. (10) and obtain the flux j (with the distribution function renormalized to one particle in the volume):
.

]=

2'/' E,'(e'Z)'m'h

.

(12)

31 n x 3 1i'p V (kT)'/'

(4)

If this flux is divided by the concentration (n = l/V) and

(here V is the volume of the crystal), and va(e) is the
frequency of the elastic collisions of the electron with
the acoustic phonons:
v.(e)

2'I'E 'm'I'kT
,

nh'ps'

i"

(the notation is the same as in formula (1)).
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(5)

the average electron velOCity is calculated with a Boltzmann distribution function «v)= (8kT/rrm)lf2), then we
obtain the total recombination cross section (J given in
formula (1).
In concluding this section we recall once more the
physical assumptions on which our deduction is based.
First, the distribution function depends only on the total
V. N. Abakumov and I. N. Yassievich
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energy; second, in collisions between the electron and
the acoustic phonons, a small fraction of the kinetic energy of the electron is transferred to the phonons; third,
the upper excited levels of the charged center are quasicontinuous up to energies - - kT.
The first assumption is valid if
r<l,

(13)

r""e'Z/xkT,

where r is the characteristic dimension of the orbit of
an electron with binding energy - kT and l is the electron
mean free path. The second assumption is reasonable
at all energies except E - ms 2 The third assumption can
be naturally made if the distance between neighboring
levels in the noted energy interval ~~ is much less than
the characteristic energy ~ev/IDD of the emitted phonons.
Using a hydrogen-like spectrum, we obtain the inequality

single collision, it should emit a phonon with energy
(17)

liw=Eo+U.

Naturally, in this case it is necessary to have a large
kinetic energy, i.
it suffices to come close to the
charged center. The maximum distance ro from the recombination center, at which the electron can go over
from a state with positive energy Eo as a result of emission of one phonon into a bound state with binding energy
U can be easily obtained from relations (15)-(17):

e.,

(18)

r"""Sms'e'Z/x[Eo+U)'.

0

~e

kT

~ephon

(2ms'eb) 'I,

"""-=- ~

< 1,

e'm
Eb = - - ,

2x'Ii'

(14)

satisfaction of which makes the third assumption valid.
2. CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL RECOMBINATION
CROSS SECTION BY LAX'S METHOD

In Lax's model, the process of electron capture by a
center is divided into two stages. First, the electron
moving past the center emits a phonon as a result of a
single collision, and ends up in a bound state on one of
the highly-excited levels. Next, emitting and absorbing
phonons, the electron changes its total energy and either
goes into the region of positive energies and moves away
from the center, or else "collapses" to the ground state
and "sticks" to the center. Both in the capture by a
highly-excited level and in the subsequent diffusion in
energy space, the electron is regarded as a classical
particle.
For a quantitative description of the behavior of the
electron in a bound state with binding energy U, Lax
introduced a sticking function P(U), which is defined as
the probability that the captured electron will not go off
to the region of positive energies. The sticking function
is close to unity when U exceeds kT.
Lax's results for the total recombination cross section can be obtained from the following simple considerations. Assume that initially the electron with kinetic
energy Eo is far (at + 00) from the charged center. In a
positive-charge field it is accelerated and acquires at
the distance ro a large kinetic energy:
e=Eo+e'Z/xro,

(15)

retaining a total energy equal to Eo. The energy of the
phonon emitted by the electron amounts to a small fraction of its kinetic energy:
(16)

In order for the electron to be able to go over into a
state with negative total energy E =- U as a result of a
347
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The cross section of this process is determined by the
formula
(19)

o(Eo, U)""nb'roll,

where b is the impact distance for the orbit whose shortest distance to the attraction center is equal to ro:
(20)

b=ro[ (Eo+e'Z/xro)Eo-'l"'.

The ratio roll, where l is the mean free path of the
electron in the case of collisions with acoustic phonons,
describes the probability of the emission of an acoustic
phonon by an electron over a length ro. Ultimately we
have
0(Eo,U)=2'1I

[

]'( ms' )'(
e'Z
x(E,+U)
Eo+U

E +U

)' 1

2(2~sZEo)'I' I'

nps'/i'
1= E,'m'kT

(21)
(the notation is defined after formula (1». Lax's result
for the total recombination cross section can be obtained with the aid of (21) if it is assumed that the main
contribution to the cross section is made by electrons
of energy Eo- kT when they are captured by a binding
level with U- kT, the sticking function on which is on
the order of unity:
0"'2

, (e'Z )' ( ms')' Eo'm' _ 4' (ms')'
--- ----- 0,.
xms'
2kT
ph'
6 2kT

(22)

By a rigorous analYSis, Lax obtains for the total recombination cross section the formula

'"(=2kT/ms',

T]=2U/ms',

~=2Eo/ms'.

Substituting in this formula the expression dP(rj}/d7] (the
calculation of which will be discussed later on), it arrives
at a cross section that differs from (22) by a factor on the order of unity (see Eq. (3.13) ofUJ). This mistaken result
was obtained by Lax from the correct formula (23) because he used an incorrect expression for dP(7])ldT/.
We proceed to construct the sticking function. Accepting Lax's assumption that P(U) depends only on the
binding energy U and does not depend on how the electron has fallen into a state with such a binding energy,
we obtain for the sticking function the equation
V. N. Abakumov and I. N. Yassievich
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(24)
where K(1/, jJ.) is the probability of the transition from
the binding level 1/ to the binding level 1/ + jJ. (jJ. > 0 when
phonons are emitted, jJ. < 0 in the case of phonon absorption). The kernel K(1/, jJ.) is chosen by Lax to be the
standard expression for the transition probability of an
electron of fixed kinetic energy colliding with an acoustic phonon. The kinetic energy of the electron on the
binding orbit is assumed by Lax to be constant and equal
to its mean value, 1. e., E =U (in accordance with the
virial theorem). On the other hand, in the case of the
rigorous approach the transition probability must be
averaged over a microcanonical distribution. The mathematical error in Lax's calculations lies in the fact that in
place of (F(el), the mean value of a function of the kinetic energy-he uses
1. e., a function of the mean
value of the kinetic energy. This leads to an incorrect
result. The error in the average manifests itself particularly strongly in the region of low binding energies.
Thus, according to Lax, if the electron is on a binding
level with U<ms2, it cannot emit an acoustic phonon
(accordingly P(U) =0 at U < ms 2 ). Actually, however,
there are regions of phase space in which the kinetic
energy is e> ms 2 even at these values of the total energy, and consequently the electrons can still emit acoustic phonons (and accordingly P(U) 0, albeit small, at
U<ms 2). It turns out that the contribution of this energy region to the total cross section is significant,
whereas Lax simply sets it equal to zero.

F«e»,

superfluous factor (ms 2/2kT) in comparison with the
formula (1) obtained by us.
The correct expression for the kernel K(1/,
following:

jJ.)

is the

(29)
where [r(1/W 1 is the total number of transitions per unit
time from the binding level 1/ as a result of interaction
with acoustic phonons, averaged over the microcanonical distribution:
f(p, r) -6 (U+p'/2m-e'Z/xr) ,

and [r(1/, jJ.)tldjJ. is the number of transitions from the
level upon emission (jJ. > 0) or absorption (jJ. < 0) of
phonons with energy from the internal (jJ., jJ. +djJ.), averaged with the same function t(p, r). Using the standard
expressions for the transition probability we obtain, in
contrast to Lax, the kernel in the form

(30)

*

In the region of large 1/ (1/» 1), Lax goes over from
the integral equation (24) to a differential equation of the
Fokker- Planck type
P" {TI} /P' (Il) =-2</l) /</l'),

<..')=

J

K(1'],/l} ..'d ...

(25)
(26)

'1+,,>0

The boundary conditions follow from the meaning of the
sticking function:
(27)
The first condition means that only bound electrons
"stick, " and the second means that the electrons that
land on levels with binding energy U» kT stick completely. Solving (25) and (27), and using the moments
(26) calculated with his kernel, Lax obtained·
(28)

Substituting (28) in (23) he verifies that the main contribution to the total recombination cross section is
made by allowance for the capture of an electron with
energy Eo-kT on binding levels U-kT. This way Lax
justifies the replacement of the integral equation by a
differential equation (inasmuch as the condition 1/ - y» 1
is satisfied at U - kT). Integrating, he ultimately arrives at a formula for the total recombination cross section in the form (22) which contains, apart from an insignificant numerical factor of the order of unity, a
348
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If we now solve (25) and (27), calculating the moments

(26) with the kernel (30), then we get
(31)

Substituting this expression in (23), we verify that now
the main contribution to the total recombination cross
section is made by allowance for the capture of electrons with energy Eo - ms 2 on binding levels with U
- ms 2 • Integrating, we obtain a total cross section 4(J/
3, where (J is given by (1). This result can be qualitatively obtained as a consequence of formula (21) with the
aid of simple arguments, similar to those that have led
to formula (22), if it is assumed that the main contribution to the total cross section is made by capture of an
electron with energy - ms 2 on a binding level with U
- ms z, the sticking function for which is determined by
(31). The fact that the cross sections calculated by the
methods of Pitaevskil. and Lax do not agree, is caused
by the incorrect replacement of the integral equation
for the sticking function by a differential equation in the
region of small 1/, which makes the principal contribution to the cross section. The first correct integral
equation for the sticking function P(1/) is the region of
small 1/ is given in [3l, where this equation was solved
numerically and where plots were constructed for P(1/)
at y=2, 10, and 50, and for the recombination cross
section (J at a temperature 3.5 °K< T< 10 OK. The numerical values of the recombination cross section, calculated in accordance with our formula (1), lie exactly
on the curve obtained by computer calculation in[3]. It
should be noted that no analytic expressions were obtained in that reference at all, for either the sticking
function or the total recombination cross section.
V. N. Abakumov and I. N. Yassievich
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CONCLUSION
It is shown in this paper that the total cross section
for the capture of an electron by a positive center, with
transfer of the excess energy to acoustic phonons, under conditions when the quasi-classical analysis is valid, is described by formula (1). It differs from Lax's
well known expression for the cross section in the fact
that it is larger than the latter by a factor 2kT/ms 2 and
is inversely proportional to the third power of the temperature and not to the fourth power as in Lax's formula.

We have shown that the total recombination cross
section is much easier to calculate by Pitaevskil's
method than by Lax's method (supplemented by the
requirement that the probability of the electronic transitions be correctly averaged). However, Lax's method
has the advantage that it makes it easy to obtain the
cross section for capture of an electron with a fixed
energy Eo by a recombination center, if the sticking
function is known

f,

(J(~)= (J(~,T])P(!I)

dT]

where ~, 1/ and yare defined in (23). For ~» 1 the
main contribution to the cross section (T(~) is made by
captures on levels with dimensionless binding energy
1/ - ~»1, so that expression (31) can be used for the
sticking function and we get

(33)

It is seen from this formula that the differential cap-

ture cross section increases rapidly with decreasing ~,
and this explains the decisive role played by capture of
electrons with low energies in the rec0.mbination process.
The authors thank V. 1. Perel's for numerous useful
discussions.
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New effect in electron-nuclear double resonance with
distant nuclei
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Anomalously intense ENDOR signals due to polarization of the lattice nuclei ("Larmor" ENDOR) are
observed in LiF crystals with relatively low F-center concentrations (n- 2X 10 17 cm- 3) at the Larmor
frequency of the lattice nuclei. The dependences of the ENDOR signal intensity on the microwave field
strength and on the mismatch (H - Ho) (Ho is the magnetic field strength corresponding to the center of
the ESR line) are studied at various temperatures and concentrations of the paramagnetic centers. It is
found that the dynamic behavior of the Larmor ENDOR is the opposite of that of the "distant" ENDOR
described in the literature, in which signals at the Larmor frequency of the lattice nuclei are also observed.
Larmor ENDOR is observed in samples with relatively low concentrations of paramagnetic centers and is
maximal at the center of the ESR line. The ENDOR mechanism is not the same for distant and near
nuclei. It is shown that lattice nuclear polarization required for the observation of Larmor ENDOR is not
connected with dipole--dipole pool effects and can be ascribed to relaxation processes or to saturation of
forbidden microwave transitions. It is important that Larmor ENDOR is observed in the presence of
regions with nonequilibrium nuclear polarization in the sample even if there is no net polarization. It is
found that the existence of Larmor ENDOR may be regarded as experimental proof that the lattice nuclei
relax via a paramagnetic impurity.
PACS numbers: 76.70.Dx

The study of the dynamic laws and mechanisms governing the production of electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) signals yields not only detailed information of the physical processes occurring in bound electron-nuclear systems, but also contributes to a wider
and more successful application of this method. The

most investigated ENDOR mechanisms are the mechanism connected with the effective decrease Tl - T~ff
of the time of the spin-lattice relaxation by a radio-frequency (RF) field, [1,2] and the method of "distant"
ENDOR. [2-4] Mechanisms of "negative" ENDOR, [5,6]
ENDOR due to shift of the ESR line, [71 and due to re-
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